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Your Life WELLBEING

What do your
hands say
about you?
F
rom horoscopes to reading
our palms, there are many
ways to analyse our character.
But looking at your hands
can reveal a lot about you.
Here, hand and fingerprint analyst
Helen Elizabeth Evans reveals what
celebrities’ fingers and palms say
about them.
What can our hands tell us?

“They can tell us several things, from our
personality to what’s going on in our lives” says
Helen. “The more obvious characteristics in our
hands don’t change but the finer lines, the colour,
how we hold our fingers can all change depending
on our feelings, health and how we are using our
energy. The lines on your right hand represent your
public personality and the other your private life.”

Can our hands tell the future?

“Yes,” says Helen. “Our hands map out our personalities
and tell us what choices we are likely to make based on
our character – what drives us and what we want.”

Duchess of Cambridge
The Worrier

“Holding her two middle fingers
closer than the others shows Kate’s
concerned about the outcome of
her actions. The fact that her ring
finger leans quite closely into her
middle finger shows she has
concerns about what others think
about her.
“Her middle finger curves quite
obviously at the top towards her
ring finger, showing she may feel
isolated from reality.
“Holding her thumbs
closely to the rest of her hand
indicates she is not
currently comfortable
with the
responsibility in
her life. But it’s so
new she hasn’t
found her
role yet.”

What hand type are you?

M People with wide, square palms are more likely
to be fixed in nature, loyal and black or white. They
tend to struggle with expressing their emotions.
M Those with irregular or rounder-shaped
palms and short fingers are fiery, extrovert and
need to be centre of attention. They tend to be
action takers who get everyone started.
M Those with tall, rectangular palms and long
fingers need to rationalise, understand and
analyse. Sometimes they can be aloof and critical.
M Those with narrow palms and long fingers
are sensitive and emotional, receptive and
caring. They may also be quite artistic.

Read between
the lines..
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1. A little finger held apart means you
have trust issues.
2. A bent top finger means you’re a
moral person who is concerned with
doing the right thing.
3. A longer index means respect is a big
motivator. A longer ring finger means
you seek applause.
4. A strong heart line reveals a person
who needs to get involved with
things that energise them.
5. A line forking from the heart line
shows you’re a person who finds it
tricky to say no.
6. A head line separate from the life
line indicates that you’re an
independent thinker.
7. Lines of genius show you’re a gifted
speaker and communicator.
8. A head line that tangles with the life
line shows a traditional thinker.
9. The clearer your life line the more
stamina you have.
10. Venus star means a gift for finding
the fun in life.
11. A Mars star means you face fears and
deal with them.
12. A Jupiter star indicates someone
who’s a gifted leader.
13. Apollo star indicates a performer.

